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A generative model, the Variational Autoregressive Networks(VANs) is introduced to recognize the
Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition on a periodic square lattice. Vortices as the quasi-Long Range
Order(LRO) are accurately detected by the ordering neural networks. By learning the microscopic
possibility distributions from macroscopic thermal distribution, the free energy is directly calculated
and vortices(anti-vortices) pair emerge with temperature rising. As a more precise estimation, the
helicity modulus is evaluated to anchor the transition temperature to be at βc = 1.101. Although
time-consuming of the training process is inevitably increasing with the lattice size, the training
time remains unchanged around the transition temperature.
Introduction.—Machine Learning(ML) techniques are
attracting a widespread interests in different fields, since
its power to extract and express structures inside com-
plex data. The machine learning is permeating all fields
of physics as projects including the classification, re-
gression and generating patterns [1, 2]. Remarkably,
it is found that the neural networks can classify phase
structures in both condensed matter and high energy
physics [3–5]. As for the regression, the event selec-
tion in a large data set e.g. from the LHCb [6, 7],
the spinodal decomposition in heavy ion collisions [8],
and the molecular structure prediction [9] are success-
ful applications. Furthermore, the machine learning
sheds light on the innovation of the first principle cal-
culation, e.g. the many-body system computation has
been spurred by its development. The Restricted Boltz-
mann Machine(RBM) was applied in solving quantum
many-body system firstly [10], and a deep neural net-
work was constructed to derive solutions of the many-
electron schro¨dinger equation [11], where proper neural
networks can work as an Ansatz to represent systems as
efficient as possible. Even an open quantum many-body
system could be represented by the neural networks [12–
15]. Modifying the classical algorithms with machine
learning is another potential direction [2, 16, 17], which
is routinely adopted to improve or assist the conventional
calculations.
In addition, it’s natural to set the lattice simulation
as a platform for applying neural networks, since they
share similar discrete architectures. The advantage of the
lattice computing is that it can discretize the problems
on finite sites and get the correct physical results under
the continuous limit eventually. There are some meritori-
ous attempts [17–21] with training data generated by the
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standard Markov Chain Monte Carlo(MCMC) method,
which constrains its expandability and efficiency since
the critical slowing down near the critical point [21] and
the sign-problem [20]. Recently, a new method based on
an autoregressive neural network was proposed and ap-
plied in discrete spin systems [22, 23]. By decomposing
the macroscopic probability distribution onto the micro-
scopic lattice site by site to be the variational ansatz, it
achieved a higher accuracy in solving several Ising-type
systems. As a matter of fact, the Variational Autoregres-
sive Networks(VANs) is a typical generative model which
has extraordinary potentialities in the lattice calculation
as it already shows in the image processing projects [24].
Inspired by the successful application of machine learn-
ing, the topological phase transitions can be explored
with the state-of-the art ML approaches. Different from
the classical phase transition, the topological phase tran-
sition occurs with topological defects emerging, which
has been continuously attracting the attention from var-
ious fields of physics [25]. Some related efforts in both
supervised learning and unsupervised learning have been
attempted [26–29]. The winding numbers were recog-
nized by a supervised trained neural network for one-
dimensional insulator model [28]. By generating the
configurations with MCMC sampling and supplying fea-
ture engineered vortex configurations as the input, neural
networks could detect the topological phase transition
from well-preprocessed configurations [27]. In another
attempt [30] the Variational Autoencoder was employed
with augmented objective function, even the bulk mag-
netizations are not quantitatively captured by the con-
figurations generated from their decoder.
In this letter, we apply the VANs to the task of recog-
nizing the topological phase transition with continuous
variables in unsupervised manner. As a concise and ref-
erence example is the two-dimensional XY model, which
exhibits a Kosterlitz-Thouless (KT) phase transition [31–
33]. In the autoregressive neural networks, the micro-
scopic state on each lattice site is probabilistically mod-
elled in order, which constructs a joint probability from
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2these conditional probability distribution for the whole
configuration [22, 23]. In the following parts, a generic
VANs framework is introduced and the neural networks
suitable for the XY model is constructed. The signal
of the KT phase transition, vortices, are automatically
generated by the neural networks. Correspondingly, a
more accurate estimation of the transition temperature
for the KT phase transition in 2-D XY model is given
by calculating the helicity modulus [33]. As for the
time-consuming, despite of the increasing trend with lat-
tice size enlarging, the training time remains unchanged
around the transition point. Considering the advantages
of the VANs, the latent applications to the other physical
systems are proposed in the final part.
Variational Autoregressive Networks.—The Hamilto-
nian of the 2-dimensional XY model on the lattice is
expressed by spins living on the lattice sites with nearest-
neighbor interactions
H = −J
∑
<i,j>
sisj = −J
∑
<i,j>
cos(φi − φj) (1)
where < i, j > indicates that the sum is taken over all
nearest-neighbor pairs and the angle φi ∈ [0, 2pi) de-
notes the spin orientation on site i. The Mermin-Wagner
theorem states that a long-range ordered (LRO) phase
cannot exist in two dimensional systems with continuous
degrees of freedom, since the fluctuations breaks the or-
der [34]. Nevertheless the formation of topological defects
(i.e. vortices/anti-vortices) in the XY model brings in a
quasi-LRO phase, which characterizes the global prop-
erty of the many-body system.
To detect the KT phase transition in the XY model,
in statistical mechanics the free energy F = −(1/β) lnZ
should be concerned, where β ≡ 1/T is the inverse tem-
perature. The free energy is constructed by the partition
function Z ≡ ∑s exp(−βE(s)), which contains all in-
formation about the system. The summation covers all
possible configurations {s} of the system. Monte Carlo
algorithms are routinely applied to generate the config-
urations, which can achieve the proper relative impor-
tance among configurations. However the free energy
can not be computed directly from the algorithm. Vari-
ational approaches were proposed to solve the problem
and with recent extension of the variational Ansatz to
autoregressive neural networks as advanced in VAN [22],
which is an effective approximate method widely ap-
plied in the many-body systems. In this paper, the
variational target function is the joint probability of the
configurations, which follows the Boltzmann distribution
p(s) = e−βE(s)/Z. The configurations s = {s1, s2, ..., sN}
with continuous spins are defined on the lattice with
N sites. As a variational Ansatz, the joint distribu-
tion qθ(s) are parametrized by variational parameters
{θ} and tuned to approach the target distribution p(s).
The Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence [35] between the
variational and the target distribution, DKL (qθ‖p) ≡
Es∼qθ (− log p+log qθ), provides the measure of the close-
ness from qθ to p. The corresponding variational free
energy derives from DKL (qθ‖p) = β (Fq − F ), that’s
Fq ≡ (1/β)
∑
s
qθ(s) [βE(s) + ln qθ(s)] (2)
Since DKL (qθ‖p) is non-negative, the variational free en-
ergy Fq is always an upper bound of the true free en-
ergy. Thus the minimization on DKL (qθ‖p) and the vari-
ational free energy Fq are equivalent. Meanwhile, as sev-
eral works pointed out[10, 22, 23], it’s directly to map
the parameters onto the weights of an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN), then the variational free energy is the
loss function.
Hidden Layers
MaskedConv. 
2 channelsInput (samples)
Output (probabilities)
Fq …
a
b
FIG. 1: The architecture of the VANs in the XY model com-
putation. It’s a classical PxielCNN structure[36], in which
the masked layers are added into the network to establish the
autoregressive networks.
Once adapt the parametrization for qθ(s) to be with
ANN, the variational problems are nothing but train-
ing the networks. With autoregressive networks as in
VAN for this parametrization, the variational distribu-
tion is decomposed into a product of sequential condi-
tional probabilities,
qθ(s) =
N∏
i=1
qθ (si|s1, . . . , si−1) (3)
which provides the variational Ansatz by parametrizing
each conditional probability as neural networks. In XY
model, considering the fact that the orientation of spin
changes continuously, each conditional probability factor
q(si) should be continuous on each site. As a proper
choice, we propose to take the mixture of beta distribu-
tion X ∼ Beta(a, b) which ensures that the random vari-
ables distribute in a finite interval. Furthermore, in the
Bayesian inference the beta distribution is the conjugate
3prior probability distribution of the Bernoulli distribu-
tion, which has been proven to be a proper distribution
for Ising model case[22]. The Beta(a, b) is continuously
defined in a finite interval with two positive shape param-
eters (a, b). Thus the hidden layers of neural networks are
designed to be two channels type for each Beta compo-
nent, and the conditional probabilities are derived as
qθ(si|s1, ..., si−1) = Γ(ai + bi)
Γ(ai)Γ(bi)
sai−1i (1− si)bi−1 (4)
where Γ(a) is the gamma function, and si = θi/2pi ∈
[0, 1], (ai, bi) > 0. The outputs of the hidden layers are
(a,b), which can be realized by Fig. 1.
To match the two dimensional structures for the sys-
tem, the PixelCNN[36] was employed which can preserve
naturally the locality and the translational symmetry.
In addition, the autoregressive property is guaranteed
by putting a mask on the convolution kernel, so that
the weights are non-zero for half of the kernel, and each
conditional probability qθ(si) is independent of sj with
j < i for a prechosen ordering. As Fig. 1 shows, the
input layer takes in the configurations s on the lattice,
and after passing it through several masked convolution
layers, the parameters of the Beta distribution on each
site are obtained in the output layer and thus the con-
figuration probability qθ(s) can be derived, with which
the variational free energy can be further calculated via
Eq. (2) after such a forward propagation on a batch of
independent configurations. Specifying channels in the
convolution layers to represent parameters of each Beta
component is found to be effective in saving the training
time and speeding up the sampling later. Training the
neural networks here is the key to perform the variational
approach. With a classical back-propagation algorithm,
the gradient of the loss function (i.e. variational free
energy) with respect to network parameters is needed,
which after employing the log-derivative trick [37] reads
β∇θFq = Es∼qθ(s) {[βE(s) + ln qθ(s)]∇θ ln qθ(s)} (5)
where the gradient ∇θ ln qθ(s) is weighted by the reward
signal (βE(s) + ln qθ(s)).
The nuts-and-bolts VANs computation is implemented
by the following procedures: With the randomly initial-
ized network, sample independently a batch of configura-
tions to be the training set; Forward pass the training set
to evaluate their log-probability and the variational free
energy Fq; Estimate the gradient β∇θFq and update the
network weights via back-propagation; With the updated
network re-sample a batch of configurations to be the
new training set, which actually follow the current joint
probability q; Repeat the above until the loss function
is convergent; Sample ensemble of configurations from q
independently site by site at once; Calculate the thermo-
dynamic observables. Although the criteria of the con-
vergence  is not rigorously defined, the difference of the
energy between only one site changing or not could be
an approximate superior limit:  4J/N on the square
lattice with N sites.
Rediscovery KT Phase Transition.—As mentioned ear-
lier, the thermodynamic observables in 2-d XY model
have been well-computed in numerous MCMC works[31,
33, 38, 39]. Since that, it’s necessary to compare the re-
sults in the VANs and the MCMC. In the following cal-
culations, the default setup of the network we adopted in
VANs is with width and depth as (32, 3). Here 12 multi-
channel is used to construct a mixture Beta function,
which helps the network to be more expressive [40]. The
Adam optimizer is applied to minimize the loss function
in Pytorch. The implementation of the VANs is avail-
able at Ref. [41]. The corresponding hyperparameters
are consistent with the former works[22]. As for compu-
tation time-consuming reference: with batch size 1000 for
a 16×16 square lattice with periodic boundary, a typical
training step cost 0.198 second on a single NVIDIA RTX
2080 GPU. On the other side, the MCMC was imple-
mented in a classical algorithm[42, 43] with 50000 warm-
up steps to reach the equilibrium, and the energy was
computed from 1000 configurations sampled from each
10000 steps in equilibrium.
The variational free energy per site (density) is pre-
sented in Fig. 2, where the results are divided into four
different lattice sizes, L = 4, 8, 16. With the lattice size
increasing, the results of L = 8 and L = 16 indicates
that the free energy converges rapidly. This ensures that
the size effect can be avoided later for larger size L = 16
in the following discussion. It should be added that al-
though it’s difficult to calculate the free energy directly
in the MCMC, the similar variational methods can also
be applied in the XY model with a MCMC updating pro-
cess, which has been discussed in the different models[44].
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FIG. 2: The free energy per site of the XY model on a square
lattice with periodic boundary condition.
Fig.3 shows the energy per site (density) at different
temperatures respectively in the VANs and the MCMC
4algorithm. At the low temperature area (β > 1), the
VANs results are in line with the MCMC even contain-
ing the statistical error from thermal fluctuations. At
the high temperature area (β < 1), the results are not
perfectly matched with the MCMC. It’s understandable
by inspecting the vortices as shown in Table I, where the
vortices (anti-vortices) pair density n = v/(2L2) with
the vorticity v = (1/2pi)
∮
C
∇φ(r) · dr are evaluated and
compared between VAN and MCMC. Since the vortex
emerges with higher entropy in XY model, configurations
with more vortices have lower free energy than the less.
That’s the reason why the energy in VANs is higher than
it in MCMC at β < 0.7 , for more vortices balance the
free energy. And the situation is reversed at 0.7 < β < 1
for the same reason.
FIG. 3: The energy density distributes with the inverse tem-
perature β in the MCMC method and the VANs. The size of
lattice is 16×16, and the shadow areas label the standard de-
viation from thermal fluctuations. The vortices pair density
extracted in the VANs is posted at the northeast corner.
TABLE I: Vortices. The vortices (anti-vortices) pair density
n can be extracted from the well-trained networks. After
the variational free energy converging, 1000 configurations are
sampled from the networks, and the following values are from
ensemble average. The non-zero value of the vortices density
at high temperature suggests that there is a topological phase
transition in β = 1 ∼ 1.2 interval.
Inverse temperature β 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
Energy density
MCMC -0.424 -0.682 -0.996 -1.336 -1.502
VANs -0.376 -0.577 -1.025 -1.359 -1.498
Vortices n
MCMC 0.114 0.080 0.042 0.010 0.002
VANs 0.122 0.096 0.035 0.004 0.001
From other works[31, 39, 45], a relative accurate tran-
sition temperature is reported as βKT = 1/TKT ≈ 1.12,
above which the dominate degrees of freedom in the sys-
tem are vortices. In our work, the implemented VANs
captures the global property of the spin system since the
trained neural networks helps achieving a good evalua-
tion for the free energy. Nevertheless, the disorder of con-
figurations in the thermal fluctuation results in a slight
mismatching at high temperature. As the temperature
rises, the long range correlation becomes exponentially
attenuating [32], which slightly weakens the expressive
ability of VANs in finite size case. Additionally, it must
be emphasized that the elementary conditional distribu-
tion on each site qθ(si|s<i) should be carefully chosen,
for the spin in the XY model has a periodic value rather
than an infinite interval. We found as a common test
that the choice of the normal distribution for qθ(si|s<i)
hardly converge the loss function in a reasonable value.
Phase Transition Point.—To recognize the transition
point of the Kosterlitz-Thouless phase transition quanti-
tatively, the spin stiffness ρs could be introduced, which
reflects the change in the ground state of a spin system as
a result of importing a slow twist δφ on the spins. In the
continuous limitation, it is ρs = [∂
2F (δφ)/∂(δφ)2]|δφ=0.
For the sake of easing the computing demands, the he-
licity modulus [31, 33, 38, 39] is a proper substitute, and
they are equivalent in the small angular limitation.
γ(L) = − E
2L2
− Jβ
L2
〈(
∑
<i,j>
sin(φi − φj)~eij~x)2〉 (6)
where L is the size of the square lattice, ~eij is the vector
pointing from site j to site i, ~x is an unit vector of a fixed
direction in the lattice plane (the trivial choice is x, y
on the square lattice). The Kosterlitz renormalization-
group [32] predicts that γ(L→∞) jumps from the value
2Tc/pi to zero at the critical temperature, thus the he-
licity modulus gives a reliable estimation of the phase
transition point.
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FIG. 4: The helicity modulus distributes with the inverse tem-
perature β in the VANs, and the cross point is βc ' 1.101 in
lattice size L = 16 with 100 channels mixture Beta function.
In Fig. 4, the evaluated helicity modulus from the
VANs is shown for lattice size L = 16 with multi-channel
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Beta function respectively. The markers are the numer-
ical results from the VANs with multi-channel mixture
Beta function and the dashed lines show their fitting
curve which is used to anchor the crossing point with
the 2/(piβ) line. We observe that the crossing point for
L = 16 is βc ' 1.101, and with channels increasing the
point moves towards the βKT . Since the helicity modulus
depends on the correlation function which needs a higher
order statistics than the energy, small-sized lattices are
not considered here given the larger sized results can give
more precise evaluation, which is observed from standard
Monte Carlo simulation [27, 39]. For the time-consuming
in the case L = 16, it remains 0.198 seconds as per train-
ing step independent of the temperature values. It also
perfectly support parallel sampling from the trained net-
work on GPU. These suggest that the Critical Slowing
Down(CSD) is hopefully avoided.
Even though the burden due to the increased auto-
correlation time[21, 46] in MCMC doesn’t appear in the
VANs, the training cost with increasing lattice size should
be mentioned. As shown in Fig. 5, the circles are the
training time per step for different lattice size calculated
via networks with width and depth (32, 3) near the transi-
tion temperature β = 1.12. The dashed line is the fitting
curve with the form t(L) = aLb, and the red dot(L=24)
is not used in fitting. Here the cost of bypassing the CSD
is introducing a training time which has polynomial de-
pendence on L approximately but one-off since the fol-
lowing sampling can take on parallel advantage of GPU
for large ensemble generation. A more powerful GPU
can reduce the time-consuming. In our case, the results
in Fig. 5 are obtained on a Nvidia RTX 2080 GPU, which
is 4 times faster than on a Nvidia RTX 2070 Max-Q GPU
approximately.
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FIG. 5: The time-consuming increases with the lattice size L
at inverse temperature β = 1.12.
Discussions.—In this work, an autoregressive neural
network is designed to be an Ansatz of the variational
approach for investigating the topological phase tran-
sition with continuous variables within 2-d XY model.
The Variational Autoregressive Networks learn to con-
struct microscopic states of the spin system accurately, in
which vortices (anti-vortices) emerge automatically. The
energy and vorticity density are calculated with config-
urations generated from the networks, furthermore the
comparison with MCMC algorithm indicates that the
VANs tends to extract dominant collective degrees of
freedom in XY model, vortices, which are crucial at high
temperature. The autoregressive structure of the neural
networks is beneficial to mine the long range correlation
even beyond the phase transition point. It brings an
opportunity that more latent topological structures can
be investigated, such as in a coupled XY model[45] or
in a twisted bilayer graphene[47], where new long range
correlations emerge. Besides, a straightforward estima-
tion to the transition point of the KT phase transition
in the VANs is shown to be consistent with prior works.
Although the time- consuming with size increasing is un-
avoidable, with the help of the powerful GPU computa-
tion, searching critical point becomes more economical
in the limit of generating big ensemble of configurations.
In complicated many-body system, the critical slowing
down problem in MCMC is expected to be alleviated,
which will help i.e. , Lattice QCD to reach possible crit-
ical end point region. The φ4 model could be a practical
step[21], in which the calculation accuracy and practica-
bility should be rigorously examined.
In a short summary, the machine learning approach,
especially with well-designed neural networks can match
with specific physical problems, such as the VANs to
the topological phase transitions shown in this work, the
RNN to the system with time reversal symmetry[48] and
the DNN to the renormalization group approaches[49].
This inspire us to explore the Machine Learning tech-
niques in a more physical viewpoint, which will help us
open the black box of machine learning and nature.
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